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Introducing Pix4Dmatic: mapping at a larger scale

Pix4Dmatic is the new photogrammetry software for accurate corridor and large
scale mapping, faster and more powerfully than ever before

Map more

Life-saving software for
emergency decision

making

Drone Process and Savoie
�re�ghters tested the OPS BOX

work�ow with Pix4Dreact to reduce
the decision making time in

emergency situations

 
Save more

Pix4D and SAP innovate 3D
mast inspection

Pix4D announces an exciting, new
innovation project with SAP® to open
the market for drone-based, digital 3D
inspections for telecommunications

companies

 
 

Innovate more

Inspecting one of the biggest industrial sites with drones

FURAY and VEIKI-VNL moved away from a week-long manual inspection to a
single morning automated inspection process using Pix4Dinspect, and avoided

renting expensive equipment

Inspect more

Pix4D�elds 1.8: advanced
layer visualization

Pix4D�elds 1.8 introduces the
advanced layer visualization

alongside  histogram equalization and
dynamic range to get more control

over the desired data values.

 
 

Visualize more

New Autel + Pix4Dreact
bundle for public safety

A new partnership specially tailored
to meet the needs of the public

safety sector. Autel Robotics and
Pix4D announced a new bundle: The
Autel Evo II Rugged Bundles will now

include Pix4Dreact.

 
React more

Drone mapping for rice yield estimation in China

As the global population grows, food demand increases too. Hubei National
Bureau of Statistics teamed up with Union Space to develop a rice yield

estimation model using Pix4Dmapper

Learn more

The tiepoint: links and more

Disaster Recovery: How senseFly mapped Morandi Bridge after collapse in
2018
Explosive Models: Mapping White Island, New Zealand's most active
volcano
It's not about the drone, it's about the data - geo jobe and Pix4Dsurvey
History reimagined: Greenan Castle in Scotland is mapped by Comharra
Solutions
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